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Investment highlights 
 

With the exception of PICC P&C (2328 HK) which was one of our preferred picks and has delivered 

double digit positive returns this year, Hong Kong & Chinese insurers have generally under-

performed on the back of the steep selloff in Chinese equities. Amongst the listed insurers under our 

coverage, share price correction has been sharper in Ping An Insurance (2318 HK) on the back of 

the company’s soured investments in China Fortune (undergoing debt restructuring process, two 

thirds of its CNY54bn exposure is already provisioned for) within its investment portfolio of ~CNY3.8tn 

earlier in the year, and recent concerns over the impact of China’s economic moderation and 
higher policy risks on its wider range of businesses (banks, fintech, insurance, asset management, 

securities), which have been positive drivers during periods of stronger economic growth.   

 

As highlighted in our earlier updates, key reasons for the insurance sector’s weakness this year 

include policy/regulatory worries, slower than expected economic growth, sluggish life business 

amid agency force attrition and recent concerns over potential contagion impact from 

Evergrande and the real estate sector – despite (belated) clarifications from various listed insurers 
including Ping An that they do not have meaningful/any exposure to the developer. As a house, 

while we are watchful for near-term risks to growth and expect further consensus corporate 

earnings forecast cuts in Chinese equities with the upcoming 3Q21 reporting season, we expect 

risks from the Evergrande saga should be eventually contained in an orderly manner with possibility 

for policy fine-tuning, and maintain our constructive medium-term view on China’s growth. 

 

Within this report, we provide our thoughts on the common client questions that we have received 
on the Hong Kong/China insurers and reiterate our constructive stance on the sector’s longer term 

growth outlook, in line with our house’s view of China’s growth prospects. Given the insurers’ excess 

capital buffers accumulated and scenario analysis conducted, our base case is that the real estate 

exposures for the large listed Chinese insurers should be manageable. While we expect some 

reduction in the sector’s core solvency ratios from upcoming regulatory update expected on 

China’s solvency rules, comfortable buffers above regulatory thresholds should remain for the 

large-listed insurers under coverage.  
 

Despite limited near term catalysts, undemanding valuations suggest a positive risk reward 

proposition for longer term investors with tolerance for volatility as China transits on a multi -year 

path towards its common prosperity goals. The insurers’ sector valuations last trades at trough levels 

of 0.4x-1.1x price/book for the H-shares listings of Chinese insurers, reflecting offshore investors’ 

relatively higher uncertainties over potential systemic risks (A-share listed insurers continue to trade 

above book values, implying relatively stronger confidence of domestic investors, possibly due to 

expectations formed from past cases of government intervention via asset disposals and business 
restructuring, although different free float levels for A shares have also contributed to this effect). 

As highlighted in our earlier Chinese financials sector analysis, we advocate a very gradual 
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accumulation phase for long term investors as the near term outlook continues to be soft and 

investor sentiment will need time to stabilize and is still likely to fluctuate with headline news-flow on 

Evergrande and the real estate sector.  

 

Within the sector, we continue to favour Hong Kong insurer AIA (1299 HK, fair value HKD120) for its 
relatively lower beta, strong track record and more diversified geographic exposure although its 

China expansion should see further positive momentum supported by new provincial licenses yearly 

and synergies from its distribution cooperation with Postal Savings Banking Corporation (1658 HK, 

fair value HKD6.50). Tactical oriented investors may wish to take some profits on PICC P&C (2328 

HK, fair value HKD8.50) which has gained double digit and outperformed this year helped by its 

relative shelter from life insurance growth headwinds. While we see valuation support and positive 

long term risk reward proposition for Chinese insurers such as China Pacific (2601 HK, fair value 
HKD31), China Life (2628 HK, fair value HKD16.80) and Ping An Insurance (2318 HK, fair value HKD81), 

patience will be needed, in particular for Ping An due to its broader scope of businesses, which has 

seen relatively higher share price volatility whenever macro or real estate related sector worries 

spike.  

 

Scenario analysis of potential negative impact on large insurers from further deterioration in the real 

estate sector suggest tolerable impact is likely. An extreme scenario (not our base case) that 
includes ~80% discount to the insurers’ equity stakes in property developers and ~50% discount on 

non-standard real estate assets and equity type wealth management products suggests up to mid-

teens impact on estimated net book values of large-listed insurers, which looks manageable in view 

of continued underlying profit generation expected.  Should such a high-stress scenario materialize 

(not our base case), we see likelihood of supportive regulatory measures to provide some flexibility 

for the computation and implementation timeline of the next set of solvency rules update.   

 

Overhang from heightened investor worries over regulatory risks, 

Evergrande and real estate concerns, and subdued industry growth 

outlook amid a slower macro environment  
 

Key reasons for the insurance sector’s underperformance this year include: 

 

• Strong market risk-off mode on multiple concerns including regulatory risks, Covid 
resurgence/weaker consumer demand and softer macro growth outlook. Insurance sector’s 

recovery as a result has also been postponed to FY22e.  

 

• Higher risk premiums sought for Chinese equities, reflected in the strong de-rating of MSCI China 

equities which has tumbled ~34% from its March 2021 peak levels (as of 15/10/21).  

 

• Rising fears over contagion effect from Evergrande, which faces various interest payment 
deadlines and worries this may lead to some systematic risk on China property industry and thus 

impact on insurers’ investment portfolios. 

 

• The limited disclosure standards of the Chinese insurers on their individual insurance fund 

portfolio holdings have weighed on share prices. Conversations with various insurance firms’ 

management teams post recent 1H21 results suggest that listed large insurers do not appear to 

have meaningful positions related to Evergrande, which is likely to range around mid-single digit 
percentage of total investment assets. It is possible however that smaller non-listed insurers may 

have higher exposure to the real estate sector and hence could see higher capital risks. As 
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shown in previous cases, regulators should be able to assume control to stabilise operations if 

they see the need, which should help to limit the overall impact to the broad sector.  

 

Exhibit 1: China crackdown on property sector’s debt load 

 
 
 

3Q21 operating results release will start from late October, muted results is expected with industry 

wide challenges from the resurgence of Covid in select provinces in China and economic growth 
slowdown: Insurers will report 3Q21 operating results from 27th October, which is expected to be 

generally muted as the life insurance business continued to experience soft consumer sentiment 

and lower willingness to commit to longer term financial obligations for protection policies amid a 

slower economic growth backdrop, resurgence of Covid in select provinces in China (Shenzhen 

and Guangzhou cities). Within the sector, AIA is likely to report relatively more resilient results, with 

volume growth supported by its diversified Asian exposure, although we also expect to see slower 

NBV growth compared to 1H21 due to Covid-19 resurgence in Shenzhen and Guangzhou cities 
from July. Property and casualty players are likely to report some pressure from Henan’s rainstorms 

for both auto (ongoing reform) and non-auto (e.g. commercial property) lines which may weigh 

on the P&C insurers’ combined ratios (i.e. indication of whether the firm is earning more revenues 

from collected premiums vs claims it paid out) this quarter. We expect key market leaders such as 

PICC P&C to continue doing better than industry average, with softness from weaker A-shares 

markets over the past quarter and partial mitigation from a lower base effect in 3Q20. The base 

effect as we head into 1Q 2022 is expected to get higher due to more robust 1Q 2021 performance 
which was driven by customers’ front loading of policy purchases before changes in critical illness 

definitions took effect in January 2021, and longer jumpstart preparation periods a year ago.  
 

Expectations for Evergrande and Chinese insurers’ real estate 

related disclosures   
 
Our house’s base case expectation is for a more orderly process to emerge on the management 

of Evergrande’s non-performing loans, and likely policy guidance to Chinese banks not to withdraw 

credit and extend interest payment deadlines where possible for the real estate sector. During this 

period, Evergrande is likely to be required to liquidize relatively good quality assets, look for strategic 

partners and/or investors, such as state-owned enterprises, and to seek debt restructuring.   

 

Based on available disclosures, Chinese insurers’ exposure to real estate looks limited at a low to 
mid-single digit of their investment portfolios. To recap, insurers can be exposed to real estate 

through various ways such as physical investment properties (provide stable rental income, 

Sources: Internal Estimates  
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estimated to make up about 0.3% to 1.8% of investment assets); debt scheme and wealth 

management plans (also referred to as non-standard credit investments, which are typically 

invested in infrastructure projects, real estate, non-bank financials, transport and mining firms); listed 

stock investments and long-term stakes in associates and joint ventures. Such investments typically 

support the insurers in generating investment returns and better match longer duration liabilities (i.e. 
protection policies). According to CBIRC estimates, the average asset liability duration gap is 

around 6-7 years (average duration for insurers’ liabilities and assets are about 13 years and 7 years 

respectively). Over the years, Ping An Insurance has improved its duration gap from about 7 years 

in 2017 to ~4 years in 2020, ahead of other domestic peers such as China Life and CPIC, whose 

duration gaps are estimated to be close to 6-7 years and 5-6 years respectively.  

 

Exhibit 2: Listed insurers’ investment portfolio exposure to investment properties are at a low single 
digit, led by Ping An (~2%). 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Investment assets estimated breakdown (%) 2019 2020 1H21

Ping An

Cash 3% 2% 2%

Fixed income 73% 73% 77%

Equities 23% 23% 23%

Investment properties 2% 2% 2%

Others  0% 0% -3%

China Life

Cash 2% 2% 2%

Fixed income 75% 75% 76%

Equities 17% 17% 16%

Investment properties 6% 0.4% 0.3%

Others 0% 5.9% 5.7%

PICC Group

Cash 8% 7% 4%

Fixed income 63% 62% 64%

Equities 11% 13% 14%

Associates & JV 12% 11% 12%

Others 5% 6% 6%

CPIC

Cash 3% 2% 3%

Fixed income 78% 76% 76%

Equities 18% 21% 21%

Investment properties 1% 0% 0%

Others 0% 0% 0%

PICC P&C

Cash 7% 5% 5%

Fixed income 60% 61% 60%

Equities 20% 22% 22%

Investment properties 1% 1% 1%

Associates & JV 11% 10% 11%

Others 1% 1% 1%

 Sources: Bloomberg, Companies, Internal Estimates (based on 1H21 disclosures)  
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Exhibit 3: Estimated real estate related exposures % within insurers’ investment portfolios, based on 

disclosures and market data available 
 

 
Source: Bloomberg estimates, Companies. 
 

Exhibit 4: Property developer est. equity stakes, based on disclosures and market data available 

 

 
Sources: Companies, Internal estimates (September 2021) 
 

For more details on our banking sector views, please refer to our latest financials report issued on 

21st Sept 2021.  
 

 

 

 

As of YE20 Property Developer

Estimated carrying 

amount (CNY mn)

As a % of estimated 

net asset

As a % of 

embedded value

Percentage of 

ownership interest

China Life Joy City Commercial Property Fund L.P. 5,779 1.3% 0.5% 66.7%

Mapleleaf Century Limited 4,736 1.1% 0.4% 75.0%

Sino-Ocean Group 11,285 2.5% 1.1% 29.6%

CPIC

Shanghai Lingang GLP International Logistics 

Development Co.,Ltd. 1,057 0.5% 0.2% 19.7%

Shanghai Lingang Yunhui Economic Development 

Co.,Ltd. 55 0.0% 0.0% 19.7%

Shanghai Ruiyongjing Real Estate Development 

Co., Ltd. 9,833 4.6% 2.1% 68.8%

Shanghai BinjiangXiangrui Investment and 

Construction Co., Ltd. 11 0.0% 0.0% 35.2%

Ping An Nanjing Mingwan Property Development Co., Ltd. 2,186 0.3% 0.2% 48.9%

Beijing ZhaoTai Property Development Co., Ltd. 1,694 0.2% 0.1% 25.0%

Wuhan DAJT Property Development Co., Ltd. 487 0.1% 0.0% 49.8%

Guangzhou Jinglun Property Development Co., Ltd. 661 0.1% 0.0% 39.9%

Xuhui Holdings Co., Ltd. 4,237 0.6% 0.3% 9.0%

China Fortune Land Development Co., Ltd. 19,331 2.5% 1.5% 25.0%

China Jinmao Holding Group Co., Ltd. 7,880 1.0% 0.6% 14.0%

Shanghai Yibin Property Co., Ltd. 13,278 1.7% 1.0% 41.8%

Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. 17,545 2.3% 1.3% 8.9%
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Large-listed insurers’ balance sheets are generally well capitalised  
 

As the table below illustrates, the minimum regulatory requirement for core solvency margin for the 

sector is >50%, while large-listed insurers have built up their buffers meaningfully as of 1H21 

disclosures. In line with our house’s constructive stance on China growth, our base case is that the 

real estate exposures for the large listed Chinese insurers should be manageable given the insurers’ 
solid capital buffer accumulated which should help the sector withstand some stress, and while 

there could be some potential reduction in sector core solvency ratios with upcoming updates 

expected for China’s solvency rules (China risk oriented solvency system: C-ROSS phase II), we 

believe sufficient buffers above regulatory minimums and healthy capital positions should remain 

for large listed insurers under coverage.  

 

Tighter capital supervision standards expected ahead: Potential C-ROSS phase II changes 
expected from regulators include tighter residual margin (i.e. future profits) treatment in the sector’s 

core capital (limits could be placed on its total contribution to core capital, current residual margin 

is estimated to make up 54-75% of core solvency capital as of FY20, where firms with higher 

proportion of protection products may have higher residual margin in their core capital  e.g. Ping 

An, CPIC); refined guidelines may be introduced for only policies with a longer remaining term to 

be eligible for inclusion in core capital); updates to minimum capital requirements (may mean 

higher capital requirements for non-auto insurance vs auto insurance, and may disadvantage 
smaller insurers which do not have similar scale)/penalties for riskier products that are unclear/not 

disclosed (vs current framework has no penalty factors); guidance on risk factors and periods for 

discount rates, with the broad purpose by policy makers to lift the quality of the sector’s capital 

metrics as indicators of balance sheet strength. More policy updates on potential changes in 

solvency rules and disclosures from insurers on the likely impact should help provide better clarity 

on this front.  
 

Exhibit 5: Core solvency margin ratios 

 
Source: Companies 

 
Exhibit 6: Solvency capital (as of 1H21)  

 
Source: Companies 
 

1H21 change

1H20 2H20 1H21 Hoh Yoy

Core solvency margin ratio

China Life 258% 260% 259% -1% 1%

CPIC Group 284% 282% 274% -8% -10%

CPIC Life 242% 242% 234% -8% -8%

CPIC P&C 221% 225% 224% -1% 3%

Ping An Group 224% 232% 231% -1% 7%

Ping An Life 224% 237% 236% -1% 12%

Ping An P&C 211% 214% 249% 35% 38%

PICC P&C 262% 250% 269% 19% 7%

PICC Life 235% 233% 238% 5% 3%

PICC Health 184% 162% 152% -10% -32%

PICC Group 271% 257% 269% 12% -2%

As of 1H21

Core Solvency 

margin ratios %

Reported solvency 

capital (CNY mn)

Minimum solvency 

capital (CNY mn)

China Life 259% 1047622 404436

Ping An Insurance 236% 1201021 508646

China Pacific 232% 424899 182759

PICC Group 249% 310256 124529

PICC P&C 268% 187961 70005

Minimum regulatory 

requirement
> 50%
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Clarifying common client questions received 
 

• Impact of higher rates on global insurers’ investment portfolios, which have a majority weighting 

in fixed income related investments?  

 

The net impact should be a modest positive for insurers. As illustrated in the latest sector correlation 
charts below, MSCI World insurers are historically positively correlated to higher U.S. 10Y treasury 

yields, although we would flag out that the sensitivity is relatively less compared to banks, which 

we view as more direct beneficiaries of a higher interest rate environment given their exposure to 

net interest income and scope to reprice loans higher as rates pick up. On the liabilities side, while 

funding costs will also lift higher with higher rates, banks generally have access to cheap customer 

deposits, which are also usually repriced at a lagged pace and hence, this should enable them to 

generate higher margins.  
 

Correlation with US 10Y Bond Yield – Financials are positively correlated to higher rates 

Exhibit 7: MSCI World Banks index          Exhibit 8: MSCI World Insurance index 

       
Sources: Bloomberg, Internal estimates 

 

For insurers, there are various factors at play although the sector’s historical correlation with higher 
rates is positive. Due to the longer-term nature of their business, bonds are a necessary part of 

insurers’ investment portfolios in providing better asset liability matching. Within the sector, pure life 

insurers such as China Life and CPIC may have relatively higher positive correlation to higher rates 

than Ping An Insurance, given the group’s non-insurance businesses which do not benefit directly 

from a higher rate environment (e.g. tech, asset management, securities, trust segments).  

 

On the impact of higher interest rates on existing bond investments in Chinese insurers’ investment 
portfolios, our understanding is that most insurers’ bond investments are classified as Held to 

Maturity and are not marked to market. There will be a portion of bond investments that is classified 

as AFS (available for sale), where the bond values in this segment can be negatively impacted if 

the Chinese government bond yield increases although some of the mark to market (MTM) impact 

may be absorbed by participating products. Net impact on insurance companies on rising interest 

rate is usually positive (as a large portion of bonds are not MTM) and should support higher portfolio 

valuations.  
 

Insurers do not tend to frequently change their bond portfolio investment styles. Selection of bond 

investments is driven more by considerations of asset liability matching principles than short term 

interest rate volatility. Rising interest rate also presents opportunities for insurance companies to 

invest in new bonds at lower costs and higher estimated yields. For Chinese insurers, it is also key to 

note that although most listed insurers own QDII licenses and theoretically are allowed to buy 
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overseas assets, the challenge for the sector is that most of their liabilities are in CNY, hence 

purchasing foreign currency-based assets do not meet asset liability matching requirements.   

 

• Why are the Chinese insurers trading at lower valuations compared to HK insurer AIA? 

 
Comparison between AIA and Ping An: Some considerations when thinking between the two 

include 1) differences in geographic exposures (AIA-Asia vs Ping An: China) and 2) mix of businesses 

(AIA-life insurer vs Ping An (various financial businesses in the group such as banking, asset 

management and fintech). This translates to differing risk perceptions and cost of equity risk 

premiums (lower for AIA, which has mature markets such as Hong Kong and Singapore). Positioning 

of AIA as a regional insurer is also different, as it has leading positions in most of the APAC markets.  

Adding on, drivers of growth are different between the two. AIA used to rely more heavily on Hong 
Kong Mainland Chinese visitor arrivals who would buy insurance when travelling to Hong Kong from 

2015-2017, although the driver of growth has changed to China expansion in recent years.  

 

Valuations wise, for its unique offering of regional exposure and track record delivering on growth, 

AIA has traded at a higher premium. While Ping An is viewed to have a more coherent vision on its 

strategic plans compared to domestic SOE peers, execution is key ahead. The stock is trading at a 

premium to its domestic peers, reflecting the company’s relative strengths.  
 

Another point to note is also the likely differences in AIA and Chinese insurers’ investment portfolios. 

AIA’s portfolio is expected to be more diversified given more flexibility to invest in international assets 

and manage its asset/liability duration gap. Chinese insurers also tend to invest domestically, which 

implies higher concentration risks geographically and larger asset liability duration gaps due to the 

limited long-term assets in China to invest in.  

 
• Why are some overseas/developed market insurers trading at higher price/book valuation 

multiples compared to Chinese insurers?  

 

Likely reasons relate primarily to international investors’ perceptions of asset quality/ investment 

asset risks of the China insurers (higher duration gap, typically invest higher proportion of assets in 

property sector, also have more exposure to lower margin short term savings type products which 

may result in higher revenue volatility, ongoing industry challenges and policy worries). 
 

Consequently, the China insurers trade at a discount relative to other insurers across the region, in 

the same way that the China banks trade below book and at a discount compared to regional 

bank peers. H shares may at times have a lower valuation at times than A shares due to different 

floating sizes and technical reasons (e.g. international investors are barred from shorting A shares). 

In A-shares, listed large insurers generally trade above book values. This year, other than regulatory 

risks and Evergrande/real estate concerns, there have been multiple issues ranging from China’s 
slower macro growth outlook/lower consumer demand for long term insurance demand to higher 

quit rates/loss of industry agent force that has affected investor sentiment and weighed on sector 

valuations.   

 

• Comparison of leading property & casualty players in China. 

 

PICC P&C, Ping An P&C and CPIC P&C are the three market leaders in China’s P&C market, with 
estimated market shares of about 31.8%, 21% and 10.8% (estimates as of December 2020). During 

2016-2019, Ping An’s P&C combined ratio outperformed CPIC and PICC helped by its greater scale 

advantage and cross selling capabilities, but underwriting profitability softened in 2020 due to its 

larger exposure to credit line segment which suffered during the pandemic and is an area the 
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group has proactively reduced exposure in 2021. Key players all have a focus on auto line, which 

can account for close to two thirds of their premiums.  

 

Exhibit 9: Key ratios comparison of top three domestic P&C players 

 
Source: Companies 
 

Exhibit 10: Estimated market shares – by major products 

 

 
Sources: Companies, Internal estimates 
 

• Can you share additional insights on Ping An Insurance’s investment portfolio and its exposures 

to property and wealth management products? 

 

Ping An Insurance has disclosed its exposure to the real estate sector is less than ~5% of its 

investment portfolio (as of 1H21), roughly divided between listed equities, debt investment assets 
and investment properties. Property-related investments totaled Rmb186bn at end of 1H21, 

accounting for about 4.9%/1.9%/18% of total investment portfolio/assets/equity. Ping An Bank’s 

(000001 CH, fair value CNY27.50) real estate sector accounted for ~10% of gross loans and 

advances (~CNY291bn). They also have investment properties of ~CNY611mn, accounting for 

0.01%/0.2% of total assets/equity. 

Rmb mn FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20

Dec-16 Dec-17 Dec-18 Dec-19 Dec-20

Premium

PICC P&C 270,261    309,076  344,124  380,683  393,127  

Ping An P&C 177,908    215,984  247,444  270,930  285,854  

CPIC P&C 96,608      105,859  119,218  134,650  149,722  

Combined ratios

PICC P&C 98.1% 97.0% 98.5% 99.2% 98.9%

Ping An P&C 95.9% 96.2% 96.0% 96.4% 99.1%

CPIC P&C 99.2% 98.8% 98.4% 98.3% 99.0%

ROE

PICC P&C 16% 16% 11% 16% 12%

Ping An P&C 21% 20% 17% 27% 16%

CPIC P&C 13% 11% 10% 15% 12%

Market share

PICC P&C 34% 33% 33% 33% 32%

Ping An P&C 19% 20% 21% 21% 21%

CPIC P&C 10% 10% 10% 10% 11%

Ping An P&C CPIC P&C PICC P&C

Auto 23% 12% 32%

Accident and health 6% 6% 27%

Liability 19% 12% 19%

Commercial property 8% 12% 14%

Agricultural 0% 11% 19%

92.0%

93.0%

94.0%

95.0%

96.0%

97.0%

98.0%

99.0%

100.0%

101.0%

2017 2018 2019 1H20 2020 1H21

Combined ratios - auto insurers

Industry PICC P&C Ping An P&C CPIC P&C
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Wealth management products (WMP) include trust plans from trust companies, products from 

insurance asset management firms and wealth management products from commercial banks.  

 

As per the company’s 1H21 results release, total WMP product exposure is estimated at about 8.3% 

of its total investment portfolio. Within its equity financial assets, WMP exposure is about 1%, while 
for debt assets, it’s about 7.3% of total investment portfolio. This segment includes investments in 

trust plans from trust companies, and products from insurance asset management firms and 

commercial banks. Within their alternative debt assets (~12% of portfolio, average nominal yield 

was 5.39% with remaining maturity of 3.78 years), about 2.3% is related to real estate assets while 

the largest chunk is related to infrastructure investments.  

 

For Ping An, investors should note that its fixed income type WMP (7% of insurance asset) is already 
included in non-standard investments, so the real estate exposure is reflected in the company’s 

estimated <5% of investment portfolio disclosure (across bonds, equities, investment properties). For 

the ~1% equity type WMP, Ping An does not give a breakdown by industry but has confirmed it 

does not have any Evergrande exposure. Ping An Insurance has also recently clarified that their 

investments in real estate companies, including Country Garden, Jinmao and CIFI, do not pass the 

red or orange tiers of the three red lines and the overall risk is manageable.  Management has 

updated its investment portfolio does not have exposure to companies including Evergrande, BRC 
and Oceanwide. 

 

Exhibit 11: Extracts from Ping An’s 1H21 update   

 
Source: Company 
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Source: Company 

 

Exhibit 12: Extracts from Ping An’s 1H21 financial statements 
 

 
Source: Company (for more details, please refer to the company’s website for the full release). 
 

Corporate bonds make up 2.4% of its investment portfolio of insurance funds, 99% had AA and 
higher external ratings. About 91% had AAA external ratings 

 

 
Source: Company (for more details, please refer to the company’s full financial release). 

 

https://issdlphall2.ocbc.local/docview/viewer/docNDC6CF267E94346aad5696c609759fed15fa8bc30daaf68a5b0589bb2fabeb2435bc1e97709a2
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Over 95% of debt schemes & trust plans held by Ping An had AAA+ external ratings, and about 1% 

had AA+ external ratings. 

 
Source: Company (for more details, please refer to the company’s full financial release). 
 

Comments on Ping An’s off-balance sheet exposures:  

 

One additional point to note is that Ping An Insurance’s disclosure of property related investments 

of less than 5% of its total portfolio do not include those invested through Ping An Bank or Ping An 

Trust for example. For Ping An Trust, as per its FY20 results disclosure, ~CNY91.2bn of the CNY391bn 
assets held in trust were related to real estate. As of 1H21, the amount of assets held in trust 

(CNY414bn) is relatively limited compared to overall asset base of ~CNY9,887.7bn. Real estate 

financing via Ping An Trust is off-balance sheet (i.e. distribution/trust companies are not responsible 

legally in case of default although there may be reputational issues/public disputes if products fail 

to pay its customers principal or return).  
 

• What is Ping An Insurance’s future growth plan? Please elaborate on its different ecosystems. 

 

Ping An has four ecosystems, which its fintech business focus on. These are healthcare, financial 

services (e.g. Lufax-provides loan services to SMEs, OneConnect-helps banks with risk management 
process), auto (mainly Autohome – platform that tracks car services market data and create 

synergies to its banking and P&C for auto loans and insurance respectively) and smart city (involves 

provision of software support to the government).  

 

The group’s retail integrated finance model is focused on “one customer, one integrated account, 

multiple products and one-stop service. It aims to enhance customer stickiness and monetize its 

customer base via the offering of integrated financial services. Its vision of one platform involves 
providing an unified marketing platform via a customer referral and conversion function which 

enable users/customers smoothly hop around Ping An’s portfolio of apps for various 

services/products. Four connects refer to “Account connect (one financial master account), data 

connect (digital customer profiles to precisely identify customer needs and enable scenario-based 

marketing service), product connect (different marketing approaches/product portfolios by 

customer segments, with expanded ecosystem scenarios to cover the full life cycles of customers) 

and benefit connect (integrated bonus system to encourage customers to purchase products 

https://issdlphall2.ocbc.local/docview/viewer/docNDC6CF267E94346aad5696c609759fed15fa8bc30daaf68a5b0589bb2fabeb2435bc1e97709a2
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within the group). Fintech for banking business: The company is upgrading its banking business 

model as “comprehensive bank, AI bank, remote bank, offline bank and open bank”. Their 

combination of AI technology, remote banking system and offline network aims to boost operating 

efficiency, enhance customer interaction/experience and facilitate customer acquisition.  

 
 

Amongst its four ecosystems, we expect the healthcare ecosystem to a key segment to monitor for 

its future growth, as this segment underpins the core of its ongoing life insurance reform as well.  

 

Ping An’s health care ecosystem has played a key role in contributing to the growth of the Group’s 

core financial business. Between 15% and 20% of Ping An’s new financial customers are acquired 

from the health care ecosystem every year. Contracts per financial customer that use the health 
care ecosystem services is estimated at ~3.1, compared to 2.0 for non-users. The healthcare 

segment includes Ping An Good Doctor (focuses on patients and online healthcare service 

providers), HealthKonnect (provides systems, services and data empowerment for medical 

insurance, commercial insurance and hospitals, doctors and medicine) and Smart Healthcare 

(serves government and offline healthcare service providers). The healthcare ecosystem aims to 

integrate life business with healthcare service offerings to create more client stickiness. In addition, 

the group plans to deploy technology and data support for social health insurance in line with 
China’s common prosperity goals to increase inclusiveness and broaden access, with plans to 

further develop its online independent healthcare services.  

 

 

Exhibit 14: Extracts from 1H21 results 

 

Improving client stickiness, ~627mn internet users as of end June 2021 
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Source: Ping An Insurance (extract from 1H21 updates) 

 

 

 
 

Exhibit 15: Highlights of Chinese insurers: Healthcare and Insurance offerings 
 

As illustrated in the exhibit below, Ping An looks ahead of peers in building out a comprehensive ecosystem 
of insurance + healthcare. Execution on its strategic vision will be key to monitor in the coming years. 
 

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Companies, Internal Estimates 

 

• Strategic thinking behind Ping An’s Founders Group investment? 

 
Founder’s healthcare assets mainly consist of Peking University International Hospital (one of the 

largest privately owned hospital in China with 1800 beds, founded in 2014 with const ruction area 

of 440k sqm), over 10 healthcare institutions with more than 10k beds, PKU Healthcare (Shenzhen 

listed pharma), PKU Healthcare IT Co (nation’s first healthcare information technology firm involved 
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in hospital digitalization). As highlighted in earlier points, Ping An plans to build out an offline 

presence (e.g. physical healthcare assets from Founders) which should complement its current 

online healthcare offering (Ping An Good Doctor and HealthKonnect). This is one of the key reasons 

for the Founders Group acquisition. Management has clarified in the recent 1H21 results briefing 

their intentions are to dispose of non-core assets that come with the acquisition, which has helped 
to allay some of the earlier investor concerns of non-core assets. Looking ahead, possibilities include 

cooperation with Peking university in medical research field, while Peking University could support 

Ping An in expanding its healthcare services ecosystem which should help the company in 

differentiating its life insurance products. 

 

Exhibit 16: Insurance + Health strategic vision, leveraging on its network and technological strengths 

 
Source: Ping An Insurance 
 

Structural growth drivers over the longer term remain intact 
 

Near term growth is under pressure amid a softer macro backdrop, but headwinds look well priced 

in. We expect recovery for the life insurance industry to be delayed to FY22E, and NBV growth to 

remain under pressure for the rest of FY21E (and possibly into 1HFY22E), with ongoing challenges 

recruiting and training agents, as well as weaker consumer appetite to commit to longer term 

protection policies. Upcoming 3Q results release from late October is also expected to be soft, in 
line with the macro environment, with updates anticipated from management teams on the extent 

of slowdown in consumer appetite and value of new business momentum. Sector valuations are 

already at depressed levels across common metrics such as price/earnings, price/book and 

price/embedded values, suggesting the subdued outlook is well priced in.  

 

Key longer term structural growth drivers remain intact, which include the following:  

• Middle class expansion, supported by “common prosperity” drive, should be supportive of 

growth in protection demand. The sector is growing from a low base. Commercial insurance 

only makes up ~7% of system medical expenditure, suggesting room for upside given many 

developed markets’ 10-38% range. Private hospitals make up ~15% of visits in 2020.  

• Increasing focus on healthcare integration and inclusive protection coverage should 

provide more opportunities for customer interaction and cross selling for insurers over time. 

Improving affordability through higher competition may weigh on margins but should 

facilitate increase in protection access to a larger group of consumers, which will in turn 

expand the addressable market size over time.   
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• Ageing population – About 51% of the population are aged 40 & above now, this number is 

estimated to increase to 58% by 2030E. Almost a third of system healthcare expenditure is 

estimated to be currently paid out of pocket, one of the highest amongst large markets 

(source: NHSA).   

 

Exhibit 17: China’s disposable income, health expenditures and market penetration levels remain 

at relatively modest levels, suggesting upside for future growth.  

 
Source: Ping An Insurance (extract from 1H21 results update) 

 

Valuation summary 
Exhibit 18: Valuations 

 
Source: Bloomberg   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E
HK Insurer

AIA GROUP LTD (1299 HK) 20.4 18.1 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.8 10.2 10.8 

China Insurers 

PING AN INSURANCE GROUP CO-H (2318 HK) 6.6 5.5 1.0 0.9 5.1 5.5 16.4 17.8 

CHINA LIFE INSURANCE CO-H (2628 HK) 5.5 4.9 0.6 0.6 6.8 7.3 12.3 12.4 

PEOPLE'S INSURANCE CO GROU-H (1339 HK) 3.8 3.7 0.4 0.4 7.9 8.2 11.3 10.8 

CHINA PACIFIC INSURANCE GR-H (2601 HK) 7.2 6.4 0.9 0.8 6.7 7.4 12.4 12.8 

PICC PROPERTY & CASUALTY-H (2328 HK) 5.5 5.1 0.7 0.6 7.2 7.6 12.4 12.2 

PING AN INSURANCE GROUP CO-A (601318 CH) 7.0 5.7 1.1 1.0 4.7 5.0 15.9 17.2 

CHINA LIFE INSURANCE CO-A (601628 CH) 14.9 13.0 1.8 1.6 2.4 2.6 12.3 12.4 

CHINA PACIFIC INSURANCE GR-A (601601 CH) 10.0 8.6 1.2 1.1 4.8 5.3 12.2 12.6 

PICC HOLDING CO-A (601319 CH) 9.5 8.7 1.0 0.9 3.2 3.3 11.6 10.9 

Price/Earnings Price/Book Dividend Yield ROE (%)
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Exhibit 19: Historical price/earnings chart of H-shares listed China insurers – Past GFC troughs 

 
Source: Bloomberg (as of 15th October closing) 

 

Exhibit 20: Historical price/embedded value chart of H-shares listed Hong Kong/China insurers   

 
Source: Bloomberg (as of 15th October closing) 
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